
Editor-in-chief of the scientific journal Academy's Herald 

Svetlana Ivanovna Koroleva, Doctor of Economics, Professor, title "Honored 

Economist of the Russian Federation", medal of the Order "For Services to the 

Fatherland", Order of St. Elizabeth (Orthodox), a boon from the City Duma of 

Moscow, was among the 100 best rectors of universities of the Russian Federation.  

Main place of work  

Synergy University, Professor of the Department of Commerce and Trade 

Field of scientific interests  

Svetlana Ivanovna Koroleva is a person who stands at the origins of the 

creation of the magazine and contributes to its further development. S. I. Koroleva 

has devoted her life to trade, has high professional competencies. She became a 

catalyst for all processes: social, economic, sectoral, educational, and devoted her 

career to the development and improvement of trade activities as head of the 

Economic Department of the Main Department of Trade in Moscow. Deputy 

Chairman of the Committee on Trade of the City of Moscow, Deputy Head of the 

Department of Consumer Market and Services of the City of Moscow and headed 

the Moscow Academy of Entrepreneurship under the Government of Moscow.  

Svetlana Ivanovna Koroleva took an active part in the implementation of the 

projects "Social card of Muscovite", the creation of a network of consumer market 

enterprises and services in Moscow "walking distance", "folk shops", the training 

center "Search" was created. 

The field of activity of Doctor of Economics, Professor S. I. Koroleva is very 

extensive: from the scientific school of Doctor of Economics, Professor, Honored 

Trade Worker V. I. Malyshkov, being his deputy to the annual international 

conference "Naidenov Readings". According to the results of scientific research 

within the framework of the scientific school, dissertations for the degree of 

candidate and doctor of economic sciences were defended, the scientific supervisor 

of a number of which is S. I. Koroleva.  



Svetlana Ivanovna is the author of more than 150 publications. In her 

scientific works, many problems peculiar to the industry today are revealed, 

proposals and ways to solve them are formed. 


